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Abstract
In spite of growing amount of technologies, tools and information communication and technology (ICT) by providing pre-service teacher education courses, pre-service teachers' ICT utilization is not still as predicted. Research shows many barriers influencing pre-service teachers' utilization of ICT. Many researchers have identified a number of factors to describe why student teachers do not feel ready to use ICT in their classrooms. The purpose of this review of research literature is to discover what reasons are key obstacles that prevent utilization of ICT in pre-service teachers' educational courses. The review results show that most of the researchers believe that lack of enough training, lack of suitable software and hardware, lack of knowledge and skills, lack of ICT leadership support, lacking time, and lack of self-efficacy are the key barriers for utilization of ICTs in pre-service teachers' educational courses. The study also concluded that understanding the amount to which these obstacles affect ICT users and institutes can support decision-making on how to equip them.
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1. Introduction
In the early 1980s, Information Communication and Technology (ICT) was introduced as an invention that could be used in schools. It was speculated that this new trend would change the face of education with high impacts on teaching and learning. Furthermore, ICT could increase the quality of education by helping teachers perform their duties in line with enhanced efficiency of students' learning. (Chai, & Tsai, 2010; Hong& Songan, 2011; Goktas & Yildirim, 2009). Whereby, many governments took ICT investment into account by providing schools with ICT and equipment. Despite enormous investment of financial and human resources, future teacher training programmes do not now provide pre-service teachers with the essential knowledge, skills and abilities, and practices to organize them to use ICTs efficiently in their future occupation. (Goktas & Yildirim, 2009; Mehlinger & Powers, 2002; Bullock, 2004; Moursund & Bielefeldt, 1999). In other words, despite important political will and investing by countries on technical tools and training, levels of ICT utilization in universities for teaching and learning are often low. According to Ottesen(2006) use of ICTs for encouraging learning, is necessary to prepare students with the skills to contribute and succeed in an information society, need to make skills and remove the obstacles. ICT at institutions of higher education is often poorly carry out and is based on unconfirmed optimism. A large number of pre-service teachers are still irresolute or disinclined to use ICT for teaching and learning tasks (Said Al-Senaidi, 2009). Investigation has revealed major hindrances in full integration of ICT into the learning and teaching practice in teacher training institutes. Furthermore, there are not common solutions to the difficulties as the ICT acceptance is not solely a technological problem. In its place, the speed of acceptance is impacted by elements which are sociological, economic psychological and organizational (Said Al-Senaidi, 2009). As mentioned above, using ICTs in pre-service teacher training is affected by several obstacles. Hence, the purpose of this research is to explore which main obstacles are universally encountered and which reasons are the most useful for current ICT utilization in student teacher training programs.
2. Obstacles in to Use ICT

Numerous researchers have classified obstacles into two categories: the external and internal obstacles. The external obstacles include: lack of operational education and technological difficulties, and technical problem, lack of enough time, inadequate technical support, and incomplete resources or lack of contact to quality multiplying resources. Internal obstacles relate to the educators’ approaches to use ICT such as resistance to change, lack of self-confidence, teachers’ negative attitudes, and lack of awareness about advantage of using ICT (Said Al Senaidi, 2009; Snoeyink & Ertmer, 2001). Comprehending the scope of what these obstacles have an effect on pre-service teachers and organizations be able to support decide how they are to be engaged (Becta, 2004). A review of relevant literature and research studies (Dogra & Thakur, 2013; Goktas, Yildirim & Yildirim, 2009; Gultahar, 2008; Arouri, 2013; Brush, Glazewski, & Hew, 2008; Woldab, 2014; Turkmen, Pedersen, & McCarty, 2007; Liu, 2012; Yuen Fook et al., 2011; Luan & Teo, 2009; Baleghi-Zadeh et al., 2014) of ICT utilization revealed that use of ICT among pre-service teachers was low. Many of these researchers have also attempted to identify the obstacles to the use of technology. Several researches examined the obstacles to use ICT among pre-service teachers. From these studies and other similar studies, the barriers may be collected into several categories that include: (a) Resource-related obstacles (b) Institutional obstacles, and (c) Attitudinal obstacles (Table 1).

Table 1. The obstacles to the use of technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource-related obstacles</th>
<th>Institutional obstacles</th>
<th>Attitudinal obstacles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>● Availability of resources</td>
<td>● Inadequate Financial Resources</td>
<td>● Fear of going wrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Lack of sufficient education</td>
<td>● Lack Of Enough Time</td>
<td>● Users resistance to change and negative attitudes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Lack of knowledge and skills</td>
<td>● Lack Of Rewards Or Incentives</td>
<td>● Pre-service teachers self-efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Lack of leadership</td>
<td>● Lack Of Commitment</td>
<td>● Attitudes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Resource-related obstacles

Resource-related obstacles include lack of ICT equipment and tools, complexity of hardware and software, lack of suitable software and tools, lack of elementary skills, knowledge of ICT, the rapid pace of technological change, lack of technical support, and shortage of high-quality software.

2.1.1 Adequate Resources

This mentions the suitable and sufficient ICT tools to be available to the users. Technological resources are the tools that are essential to make implementation work—the hardware, software, audio-visual media, etc. (Ely, 1999). This factor relates to the universal structure of the institute and how well that organization can back the users. This means that the institutes essentially make available the necessary tools to backing the use of ICT in teaching and learning process. Therefore, if those pieces of equipment are inaccessible, the achievement of those learning objectives will be significantly hindered. Those involved in educational change must work to ensure that necessary resources are both generally available and equally available to each student and teacher (Ellsworth, 2000). Dogra and Thakur (2013) investigated on availability and utilization of ICT resources in pre-service teacher training course in Delhi. The major finding of this study indicated that many teacher education institutes undertaken in the study were lacking adequate ICT tools for the pre-service teachers. The range of the ICT resources has not been very encouraging as the future teachers were exposed to only few of them, and the utilization of the ICT tools has been dismal. Arouri (2013) investigated Jordanian pre-service teachers’ experiences with ICT access. This research exposed that Jordanian student teachers had a limited access to ICT tools in their public schools and before enrolling at the university. In another study Goktas, Yildirim and Yildirim (2009) carried out study on the key obstacles and potential enablers for integrating ICT in Turkey’s student teacher training programs. The results directed that most of the participants mentioned (a) lack of hardware, (b) lack of materials and appropriate software and (c) lack of in-service training as the key obstacles for utilization of ICTs in student teacher training programs. Hence, an invention without resources like tools, materials, and money to support its employment will not be effective. Dogra and Thakur (2013) emphasized change causes obtaining the necessary resources for ICT utilization. Other investigators who have acknowledged resources as a significant part of ICT implementation include Espino (2012), Arouri (2013), Brush, Glazewski, and Hew (2008), Hutchison (2009), Qablan, Abouloum and Al-Ruz (2009), Dawson (2008), Brush, and Saye (2009), Bingimlas (2009), Goktas, Yildirim and Yildirim (2009), Obiri-Yeboah, Kwarteng, and Kyere-Djan (2013), Al-Senaidi and Poirot (2009), Gulbahar (2008), and Gill and Dalgarino (2008)

2.1.2 Lack of Adequate Training

Lacking adequate training to use technology or ICT, the invention will stop to exist. Pre-service preparation can support them to defeat obstacles, yet numerous researchers discuss that it often failure to do this. Despite the fact that absence of pre-service teachers training is main obstacle (Goktas, Yildirim & Yildirim 2009; Bingimlas 2009). Undoubtedly, insufficient training of user to use ICT is one of the most common causes of non-adoption or discontinuance is insufficient training of user to use ICT (Ellsworth, 2000). Studies revealed that there are frailty in the strategy and distribution of numerous courses. Initial pre-service teacher's education obtains specific consideration in the research. Luan & Teo (2009) Investigated on the technology acceptance among student teachers in Malaysia. Finding in this study revealed that, Malaysian student teachers do not use computer technology to its fullest potential. Due to, lack of
ICT training or ineffective training sessions afforded. Furthermore, inside institutes offering pre-service teacher training, access to ICT may be difficult, but perhaps more important obstacle lies in the fact that pre-service teachers do not have experience of using ICT to deliver the course. As a result of this, lack of training models of utilization ICT, indicated to a difference between pre-service teachers presumption of use of technology and their actual use of ICT (Whetstone & Carr-Chellman 2001). Certainly pre-service teachers' training is an essential part of most effective an innovations (Goktas, et.al 2009).

2.1.3 Lack of Knowledge and Skills

According to Ely (1999), "the people who will ultimately implement any innovation must possess sufficient knowledge and skills to do the job" (p. 4). Pre-service teachers who will be using an innovation must have enough knowledge, skills and technical knowledge to be able to influence change. Knowledge and skills are those essentials by the critical user of the invention. Lacking them, pre-service teachers come to be disappointed and disabled (Surry & Ely, 2002). Alkhawaldeh (2010) recognize ICT training as key part of the innovation implementation. ICT Knowledge and skills is important as it is a pre-requisite for networking of e-library services and resource sharing. Furthermore, Knowledge and skills are essential to mention that it not only express the intentional users' present level but also users' judgment in being able to improve the required skills to effectively use the invention. According to Rogers (2003), the “complexity” of the invention will influence ICT usage in that it will necessitate more preparation or skill improvement by the users. Thus, it is essential that training courses or workshops be carried out to help pre-service teachers realize the advantage or value of using the technological innovation as well as learn the relevant skills to ICT utilization. Brush, Glazewski and Hew (2008) contend that knowledge and skill affect using ICT and has implications for pre-service teacher ICT utilization. Other investigators have connected training or knowledge and skills to effective ICT implementation (Haber & Mills2008; Bingimlas, 2009; Espino, 2012; Teo, 2009; Anderson & Manger, 2007; Dogra & Thakur, 2013; Arouri, 2013; Henning, Robinson, Herring & McDonald 2006; Salentiny, 2012; Hutchison, 2009; Mutohar, 2012; Liu, 2012).

2.1.4 Lack of Leadership

Researchers identify leadership as an active participation of the management in the procedure of invention acceptance and utilization. Ely (1999) express that leadership includes prepared backing and hearten the ICT users. Woldab (2014) indicated that administrators’ necessity actively backed the change and connected their support to users. Assistance of the technology by superintendents is usually mentioned as a critical portion of the education change procedure. According to Surry and Ely (2002), leadership of the administrative agent of the organizational structure, and leadership within the institute are associated to the everyday actions of the invention existence implemented. It is mentioned as the level of possession and backing given by the principal who will administer the daily activities of those using the invention. The eagerness of these administrators directly affect the incentive of the users of the technology. Administrators should provide backing and persuasion, answer the questions, reduce anxieties, and work as position models (Ely, 1999, 1990). Many studies have indicated significant of leadership support (Goktas, et al. 2009; Ertmer et al., 2006; Espino, 2012; Dogra & Thakur, 2013; Gülbaşar, 2008; Mutohar, 2012; Brush, Glazewski, & Hew, 2008; Dawson, 2008; Bingimlas, 2009; Ertmer & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2010; Türkmen, et al., 2007).

2.2 Institutional Obstacles

Institutional obstacles include obstacles such as inadequate financial resources for institutions to invest in technology, lack of incentives, rewards and encourage for future teacher's improvement for using ICT, insufficient time given for lecture to learn to use technology, and lack of appropriate commitment.

2.2.1 Time

Time is used to learn new innovation skills or procedures for innovation use. Availability of time refers to an emotive disquiet causing from the use of existing courses or equipment that are observed as incompetent, ineffectual (Ely, 1999, 1990). Undoubtedly, time is an important factor for the acceptance of an invention. Moreover, it is a long procedure that requires disseminating at a good time. Alkhawaldeh (2010) indicated possibility to exercise or use the invention as serious to implementation of an innovation. Insufficient or lacking time is predictable as an obstacle to utilization of ICT in higher education. Furthermore, Ely indicated that time is essential to confirm that users recognize the invention and improve the capabilities to accept the technology. It also mentions the users' inclination to allocate time to learn new knowledge for ICT implementation (Ely, 1999, 1990a). Many researchers have emphasized time as an important part of ICT utilization (Dogra & Thakur, 2013; Haber & Mills, 2008; Obiri-Yeboah et al., 2013; Al-Senaidi, & Poirot, 2009; Ertmer et al., 2006; Brush, Glazewski, & Hew 2008; Henning et al., 2006; Salentiny, 2012; Bingimlas, 2009; Hutchison, 2009; Gill, & Dalgarano, 2008; Türkmen et al., 2007; Slouti & Barton, 2007; Gülbaşar, 2008).

2.2.2 Rewards or Incentives

It is usual that persons need to be invigorated, distinguished and acknowledged for their performance or usage of the invention. They require to be persuaded in their performance of invention or use of the technology. Intrinsic or extrinsic motivation or incentives can enhance some value of the invention; therefore, it can develop ICT utilization. Incentives and rewards motivate innovation users. These can be either intrinsic or extrinsic. Reward and incentives vary from user to user (Ely 1999, 1990). External incentives are delivered to proposed users as a means to encourage them to engage the invention. Rogers (2003) record numerous types of rewards and talks over the role that societal monitoring plays in the ICT utilization procedure. Arouri (2013) identified rewards as a significant factor to access ICT and its usage. Ely (1999) mentioned rewards sometimes that helps as a supposition of incentives or fear of penalty. Ely states that it attends as an incentive to change a user to action. Moreover, he revealed that incentives and rewards were of fewer...
influence than other situation. However, it can be considered that incentives may be offered to encourage adopters to implement an invention. Haber and Mills (2008) argue for the use of incentives as portion of ethical support in the course of ICT implementation.

2.2.3 Commitment

Implantation of an innovation takes time and requires many actions. Users of ICT should be prepared to presume the pliability of accepting new inventions. This acknowledges that "an unqualified go-ahead and vocal support for innovation by key players and other stakeholders is necessary" for successful change (Ely, 1990a, p301). This situation is more usually indicated by the initial principal of the organization, like an administrator. He cited that responsibility is evaluated by the realization of ICT users. Nawawi et.al (2005) perceived the necessity of observable backing for invention from top administration of the institute, like leaders and heads of department to accelerate its adoption capacity. Furthermore, Woldab (2014) indicated that training support initiatives is one of the important factors to successful implementation of the e-learning technology in pre-service teachers training. According to Ely, commitment is related with time, management and resources, and incentives and reward. This condition is closely correlated to management because a first commitment may be derived from a chief administrative officer. This is important in the diffusion process because commitment communicates support (Ely, 1990a). Ever since the technology employment has been taking a vast content of activities and time, ICT users, who are engaged in the ICT utilization, have been required to create obligation to their time and efforts.

2.3 Attitudinal Obstacles

Attitudinal obstacles include anxiety of shame in front of classmates, perception that technology does not improve learning change, perception of computer as being difficult to use, lack of self-confidence in using technology, and undesirable experiences with using ICT in the past, and Lack of motivation to change.

2.3.1 Fear of Things Going Wrong

One of major obstacles is fear for pre-service teachers when using technology. Past research has shown computer anxiety to be present in a sizeable minority of teachers, and has mentioned some of the personal and school-based correlates of this fare. It also includes the concern of ICT tools breaking down during using, or fear that if they use the ICT tools, they do something wrong and cause the destruction of the equipment. Undoubtedly, there are important relations among the obstacles affected by a concern of causing injury to ICT tools, and the obstacle affected by a lack of pre-service teacher self-confidence. Cuban et al. (2001) describe that if the technical problems happen every week, or if there is no enough time, then self-confidence in the equipment’s value erodes, then this causes an undesirable influence on the quantity of pre-service teachers’ ICT utilization. Numerous pre-service teachers have stated fear over potential technological failing, which force them avoid applying technology. Bradley and Russell (1997) argue that an initial beginning of ICT tools fear is the fear users have about being injurious to software or hardware. This concern is thus a potential to make the educators avoid trying to apply the ICT at all.

2.3.2 Users Resistance to Change

Many researchers investigating the obstacles to usage of technology use in institutes recommends that in the teaching occupation usually there is an essential opposition to transformation. Dawes (2000) indicated that the describe approach of instructors towards technology expresses users further around what tools the educator has contact to, what exercise they have had, and what kind of population they are part of, than it does about the readiness of the educator to usage technology. The recommendation here then is that the observed conflict to transformation as an obstacle is really only an indicator of other obstacles to the use of technology. Albaugh (1997) describes that: “teachers are often suspicious of new claims and the implementation of new ideas without proof of effectiveness teachers tend to adopt a new technology when that technology helps them to do what they are currently doing better.”

2.3.3 Self-Efficacy Beliefs

Literature recommends an important relationship among pre-service teachers’ self-efficacy and ICT utilization design. Numerous researches have indicated enhanced confidence or self-efficacy for using ICT during training progresses (Willis & de Montes, 2002; Swain, 2006) and ICT integration procedures courses (Pope et al., 2002). Many investigators have revealed associations among past success with technology, ICT access and technology-related self-efficacy, technology ability, period of ICT use, and utilization of computer among teacher education (Albion, 2001). Confidence symbolizes the users’ decision of their abilities to establish and carry out progresses of activity necessary to obtain specified performances (Bandura, 1986). High levels of ICT use within pre-service teachers learning happened when pre-service teachers’ self-confidence in using particular innovation was important and their collaborating educators too used those tools in the schools (Pope, Hare, & Howard, 2005).

2.3.4 Attitudes

Pre-service teachers’ approaches about using ICT in the classroom can be obstacles in themselves and can be influenced or effected by other obstacles. Fabry and Higgs (1997) separated user attitudes into three categories: perceived importance of technology, self-confidence with technology, and innovation. In spite of the fact that attitudes to some extent depend on user personality, the importance of past ICT usage experience is usually recognized. Undesirable experiences affect conception of the importance of technology and ease of use, decrease confidence and enhance anxiety. ICT anxiety and fear about change are the main factors to the low level pre-service teachers’ use of ICT (Larner & Timberlake, 1995). Consequences of these concerns are anxiety and fear of shame when pre-service teachers using
ICT and concern of losing skilled position through a decrease to a lower grade of old methods educational skills(Russell & Bradley 1997).

3. Conclusion

ICTs utilization in student teachers training courses continues to be critical all around the world. Low level of use of ICT into pre-service teacher training courses is critical issue in high education. In the face of the vast investing of ICT adequate equipment in many countries, student teachers training courses do not presently prepare them with the required skills and knowledge, abilities, and practices to provide pre-service teachers to use ICTs efficiently in their future occupation. According to above- cited researchers, it is observable that utilization of ICTs into pre-service teacher training courses is affected by numerous obstacles. A diversity of activity plans have been established to an efficient utilization of ICTs in pre-service teacher education courses, but numerous obstacles still happen in preparation. To facilitate these activities, obstacles are necessary to be recognized so that they might be solved. The results of this review reveal the key obstacles that prevent the use of ICT by pre-service teachers. These factors can be categorized into resource-related obstacles, institutional obstacles and attitudinal obstacles. Resource-related obstacles include: lack of adequate training, inadequate resources, lack of knowledge and skills and lack of leadership. Institutional obstacles include: inadequate financial resources, lack of enough time lack of rewards or incentives, and lack of commitment. Attitudinal obstacles include: fear of things going wrong, resistance to change and negative attitudes, student teachers self-efficacy beliefs and attitudes. The review showed that most of the researchers believe that lack of adequate training, lack of suitable software and hard ware, lack of knowledge and skills, lack of ICT leadership support, lack of time, and lack of self-efficacy are the key barriers for utilization of ICTs in pre-service teacher education courses. The findings of this study also suggested that understanding the amount to which these obstacles affect ICT users and institutes can support decision-making on how to equip them.
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